What Is A Crystal?

A crystal is a mineral that is a geometric solid and grows into specific
shapes in a repeating pattern. No two crystals are the same. The outside shape of the crystal is smooth and symmetrically arranged which
reflects the internal arrangement of the atoms it contains. The word crystal comes from the Greek word “krystallos” meaning clear ice as it was
thought to be an especially solid form of water. The word once referred
mostly to quartz or “rock crystals.”
Many types of crystals are found in nature. The shape of crystals which
bring well-defined and often pleasing geometric shapes, are dependent
on the conditions under which they are formed. Snowflakes, diamonds
and table salt or halite are common examples of crystals.
Minerals usually crystalize into one of seven crystal patterns. The angles at which the axes intersect and the degree of symmetry shows which
system they are in.
Trigonal - In the
cross-section of a
Trigonal crystal, there
will be three sides.
Example: Amethyst.

What you'll need:

A jar
Hot water
About half a cup of salt
A spoon for stirring
String
Scissors
2 toothpicks

Instructions:

Isometric - This is
also called the cubic
crystal system. Example: Pyrite.

Tetragonal - Typically, the crystals are
shaped like foursided prisms and pyramids.
Example:
Zircon.

Hexagonal - These
crystals are usually
shaped like six-sided
prisms or pyramids.
Example: Beryl.

OrthorhombicThese crystals are
short and stubby. Example: Topaz

Monoclinic - Crystals
are short and stubby
with tilted faces at
each end. Example:
Glendonite.

Triclinic - Crystals
are usually flat with
sharp edges, but exhibit no right angles.
Example: Turquoise.
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Grow Your Own Salt Crystals!

1. Fill the jar with water.
2. Add about half a cup of salt to the water.
3. Mix the solution together with a spoon.
4. Cut a piece of string with scissors and tie each end to a toothpick.
5. Place the string over the top of the jar so that the string dangles into
the middle of the solution and the toothpicks hang over the edge.
6. Don’t forget to clean up when you’ve finished.

What next?
Leave the experiment and wait for salt crystals to form along the
string. They are an excellent example of growing cubic crystals. You
can do further research with them by examining them under a microscope!
When you look at various crystals under a microscope you can examine the differences between them: Are they perfectly formed?
What shape are they? What color? Can you see any microorganisms
on the crystals?
Crystals can be found grouped together as lots of small crystals or
as huge individual crystals. They vary in size from those at the microscopic level all they way up to crystals that are inches in length!
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